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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

This paper choses to tackle a broad topic, namely the optimization of financial 

management of the Romanian insurance companies. It substantiates the relevance of the  

topic in that the subject is of great importance considering that Romanian insurance 

companies have been exposed to high market demands in a business environment that  

becomes increasingly more difficult to navigate . 

 

Thus through this study based on the relevant opinions of its academic predecessors, we  

chose as our research object the identification of variables of influence and intensity with 

which affect the key elements of asset and liability management of Romanian insurance 

companies. Thus, this analysis seeks to determine the main methods by which insurance 

companies can optimize their economic activity. Our approach is both integral and 

integrated, in the sense that, on the one hand, it allows for a forward-looking analysis of 

the financial management, with all its components, permitting for the integration of this 

discussion in the broader context of the existing changes in the Romanian, European and 

international markets. 

 

Regarding research methodology, we focused our scientific pursuit on the approach 

brought forth by Rafael La Porta, in his Law and Finance, which empirically examines 

investor protection laws in 49 different countries, focusing on how quality of 

implementation of these laws vary, and if changes in corporate ownership models in the 

world matters. This analysis is conducted using a statistical test by which the three 

categories of countries: common law, civil law and German civil law, are compared to 

determine the above analysis. We thus mention that this type of analysis is adopted in our 

study, in which the Romanian insurance companies are grouped into three categories: 

non-life insurance companies, civil liability insurance companies and life insurance 

companies. 
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The rationale for choosing this type of model is twofold, namely the vast area of the case 

study analysis conducted by La Porta in his work and the fact that the analysis is a 

comprehensive and integrated in which investor protection is analyzed from the 

perspective of the whole legislation of the country. Our current study, namely The 

financial management Romanian insurance companies - critical analysis and 

improvement measures is aimed at an analysis of the entire insurance market in Romania 

from a wide area of discussion at the management of assets and liabilities in the economic 

entities operating on the market. 

 

In this context we have identified, starting from the works of our academic predecessors , 

the key variables influencing the management of assets and liabilities i.e. the financing 

decision, solvency and underwriting profitability, considering that effective management 

requires increased profitability by optimizing the structure and allocation of capital, in 

solvency conditions. This analysis covers a period between 2008-2012, through which we 

compare the three categories of companies grouped by business object. The analysis is 

undertaken by means of a statistical T -test, which helps us to determine if two data sets 

differ significantly. 

 

After completing the analysis through which we identified the variables that creates an 

image of effective management of assets and liabilities of insurance companies, I have 

attempted to transfer the findings into a regression. From tests carried out, either because 

of the absence of the influence of the Romanian insurance market makers select, either 

because of an inadequate calculation method, two directions of the analyzed directions 

have been validated, i.e. the solvency and profitability of underwriting models (panel 

models). 

 

I believe that this kind of analysis can be achieved by selecting two lines of research, i.e. 

by outlining the practical elements and by direct application of the main theoretical 

conclusions to the practical problems outlined. For this reason, I believe that the 

appropriate research method is the dualist structure with both a theoretical component 

analysis and a case study to validate the main theoretical findings.  
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The paper ends by presenting relevant conclusions towards the optimizing the financial 

management of insurance while also underlining the perspectives of the research we have 

undertaken.  
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THE PRESENTATION OF THE CHAPTERS OF THE PhD THESIS 

 

 

 

In Chapter 1 entitled The insurer - functional fundamental entity in the insurance sector, 

we have conceived a description of the insurance companies, as a economic entity, in 

terms of how it is set up, organized and how it functions, in other words, a description of 

the subject of the present work. In this first chapter, we have traced the formation pattern 

of insurance companies focusing on regulations covering this issue, considering that 

insurance companies are companies that must follow the stipulations of the Law no. 

32/2000 and have a obligation to organize and run their accounts in accordance with the 

Accounting Law no. 82/1991, republished, with the subsequent amendments and 

supplements.  

 

Since the organization aims towards high usage of resources, enabling better 

communication and understanding at work by setting up an information system, 

establishing the necessary mutual links between elements of the system, introducing 

order in the course of actions and the components and functions of the organization 

constitute a basis for developing or improving of both the structural and informational 

organization of the entity, in this first chapter we discussed the concept of organization at 

the level of the Romanian insurance company as well as aspects of their operation 

through a theoretical approach from general to particular. 

 

The second chapter of this thesis, entitled Financial Management - from general to the 

particulars of the insurance company, is the foundation of the entire study. It starts from 

the definition of financial management, and then focuses on those elements of asset and 

liability management of insurance companies, which give a specific note to these 

economic entities. Based on the approach of researchers in scientific literature, we have 

addressed financial management as part of economic management, specifying the 

relevant notions regarding the definition and scope thereof. Subsequently through a 
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financial approach we arrive at the particularity of those financial documents related to 

insurance companies underlying the shape of financial management. Relying on its 

systemic characteristics, we have opted, in the pursuit of optimization, for the redefinition 

of the management of the insurance activity, thorough the problematics of the 

management of the insurance companies’ capital, their process of constitution and 

fulfillment of reserves, through the management of investments, and lastly through the 

issues of solvability and liquidity of insurance companies.  

 

Regarding the issue of insurance capital, based on the legislative incursion that I 

completed, one can notice a trend of increase of the minimum capital until 2005, when a 

sudden fall occurred, coinciding with the introduction of the safety fund. Opting for a 

safety fund, calculated by reference to the real financial situation of the company, the 

undertaking in question ensures solvability considering that it is using a method adapted 

to its internal structure and that this method is perceived by investors as a real mechanism 

of protection favored by them as a promoter of stability of the company. 

 

In this chapter we have given due consideration to the technical reserves of insurance 

companies. Fair value of technical reserves will allow the insurer at any time, to honor its 

commitments arising from insurance contracts. 

 

It is well known that due to the nature of the business of insurance, i.e. the gap created 

between the time of receipt of payment for insurance premiums and claims payment, it 

becomes possible to manage resources through investing activities, namely investments. 

Starting from the legislative support regarding the fonds’ placement directions as well as 

its dispersion rules, we have synthesized this evolution in time. By this approach we 

could observe changes that have taken place since 2001 to present in regard to the 

accepted categories. The conclusions arising from this sub-chapter have given me a 

further insight in regard to the empirical results we obtained from the analysis of the 

investment decision of  insurance companies from Romania. 
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We also attempted, in the current chapter, to follow up on the changes that have taken 

place since 2001, in regard to liquidity monitoring as part of the activity of the Romanian 

insurance companies alongside solvency. From this summary, we have found that the 

requirements in regard to liquidity have been increased because of, on one hand, the 

modifying elements in the calculation of the liquidity ratio and on the other, the increase 

of its minimum limit, which in our opinion is beneficial in a framework characterized by 

instability in many ways. Note that for general insurance companies liquidity 

requirements are more easily satisfied than those who have life insurance as an business 

interest. 

 

Our attention has been drawn to the solvency issues of the Romanian insurance 

companies, which is currently the subject of concern for most national and international 

control bodies and researchers in the field. Considering the context of the common 

market, unique in Europe, a robust and efficient system of prudential supervision of the 

insurance sector is particularly important and necessary. This is the opinion of the 

European bodies that develop a model for Solvency - Solvency II - which takes into 

consideration the risks to which an insurer is subjected to, the degree of market liabilities 

related to asset management and the issue of reinsurance. 

 

Considering that financial management can be seen as the method through which the 

elements discussed in previous chapters are put in motion, I have tried, through a 

practical approach applied on the Romanian insurance market in the time period of 2008-

2012, in chapter three of this study, entitled Foray in the management of the assets and 

liabilities of the Romanian insurance companies, to present and analyze this peculiar 

interaction. Thus I will define the reference area for analysis and the research 

methodology. 

 

Starting from the consideration that effective management requires increased profitability 

by optimizing the structure and allocation of capital under Solvency requirements, we 

identified variables of influence for key elements of asset and liability management. 
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In terms of capital allocation, we focused on the investment decision based on the study 

of the life insurance sector, authored by Brenda Wells. In her analysis on asset-liability 

management, she evaluates replacement of high risk assets in the life insurance industry 

from a historical perspective to determine whether the form of organization, or other 

factors could be the reason for which the management decides to engage in asset 

substitution. From this analysis we determine that the stock insurer director is more likely 

than their counterparts to engage mutually in this type of high risk asset replacement. 

This issue is incorporated in this thesis starting from the foundation provided by the 

literature on the key variables used for Wells’ analysis. 

 

The solvency analysis can be traced back to the theory and arguments proposed by 

Kielholz (2000). According to him, the insurer's capital is derived from the investors 

which means that there is a cost attached to it. Also it considers that, in the insurance 

business, there is a tendency towards simplification. In this regard we can state that 

insurance companies do not consider risk of insolvency in their management pursuits. 

However the purpose of maintaining the level of capital to a certain degree is to avoid 

insolvency. Thus insurers who face a high risk of insolvency bear higher costs of capital. 

 

In the profitability analysis, we started from the study presented by Michael Adams and 

Lars Frederik Andersson which examines strategies for risk and underwriting profitability 

management of different forms of organization present in the fire insurance market in 

Sweden between 1903 and 1939. The main conclusion which the text brings forth is that 

publicly listed insurance companies act as intermediaries between policyholders and 

reinsurers in order for them to function effectively in segments with high potential risk in 

the fire insurance market. However, mutual insurance companies kept larger reserves in 

order to balance fluctuations in the payment of damages. 

 

Also in this chapter we have inserted a t-test analysis regarding the significant difference 

existent in the asset-liability management of the insurance companies from Romania. The 

t-test analysis carried out by us on the Romanian insurance market regarding solvency, 

capital allocation (in terms of the investment decision), the structure of financial 
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resources and underwriting profitability, on the basis of which we identified significant 

differences between the three groups of Romanian insurance companies in the before 

mentioned timeframe of 2008-2012. 

 

The final component of the thesis, namely the fifth chapter entitled Empirical study 

regarding the solvability and profitability of the Romanian insurance companies, 

underlines, through a panel model, the existing links between solvability and profitability  

and the factors of influence. Based on the analysis carried out in previous chapters in 

which we identified those variables that creates an image of an effective and efficient 

management of assets and liabilities in the case of insurance companies, only two of the 

directions we analyzed were validated, i.e. the model for solvency and the underwriting 

profitability (both panel models). 

 

In regard to the profitability analysis, I found that on the Romanian insurance market 

between 2008 - 2012, according to the following panel model : 

 

Profsubit = C + aGradsit + b1Reasigit + b2Mărimeit +b3Riscafit +b5Exanteit + 

b6Lichiditit + b7Randinvit + b7Transit + µ + Ɛit 

cu i=1,2,...,45;  

    t=1,2,...,5. 

     µ - individual non-observable effect specific to each economic entity 

     Ɛit – residual variable 

 

Dependent variable   

Profsubit – underwriting profitability for insurer i in year t 

Independent variables 

Gradsit  - the degree of underwriting for insurer i in year t  

Reasigit – reinsurance level for insurer i in year t  

Marimeit – firm size for insurer i in year t  

Riscafit – business risk for insurer i in year t 

Exanteit – ex-ante underwriting profitability for insurer i in year t  

Lichiditit – the liquidity of for insurer i in year t  
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Randinvit – net investment return for insurer i in year t  

Tranpsit – the degree of disclosure for insurer i in year t  

 

The following variables are considered, as independent variables for underwriting 

profitability, are considered statistically relevant: 

· with a probability of 99% we have premiums exposure degree, 

reinsurance, company size, claims, liquidity; 

· with a probability of 95%, we have disclosure; 

· with a probability of 90%  we have the investment return. 

We also found that ex-ante result of underwriting with a probability of 95% is not 

significant in terms of the influence it may manifest on the underwriting profitability. We 

interpret this result either by a mismatch in the Romanian insurance market variable or by 

assigning it to an inappropriate formula. 

 

The study of solvability form the perspective of the degree of solvability of the insurance  

company is based on the following panel model:  

Gexpsolvit = C + aGradsit + b2Riscait +b3Stactit +b5Lichiditit + b6Marimeit + b7Afilit + 

µ + Ɛit 

cu  i=1,2,...,45;  

     t=1,2,...,5. 

     µ - individual non-observable effect specific to each economic entity 

     Ɛit – residual variable 

Dependent variable 

Gexpsolvit –  the solvability of insurer i for year t  

Independent variables 

Gradsit  - the degree of the underwriting activity of insurer i for year t 

Riscait – the business risk of insurer i for year t  

Stactit – the structure of the shareholder group of insurer i for year t  

Lichiditit – the liquidity of insurer i for year t  

Marimeit – the firm size of insurer i for year t  

Afilit – the affiliation of insurer i for year t 
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The empirical results we have obtained indicate that the following variables are 

considered statistically significant: 

· with a probability of 95%, we have reinsurance, business risk, 

firm size and liquidity; 

· with a probability of 90%  we have affiliation. 

We also found that the degree of the underwriting activity, with a probability of 95%, are 

not significant in terms of the influence they may manifest on the solvability of the 

insurer. We interpret this result either by a mismatch of the variable with the specifics of 

the Romanian insurance market or by assigning it to an inappropriate formula. 
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 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES 

 

 

 

Through the research conducted on the Romanian insurance market evolution from 2008 

to 2012, I have tried to identify the variables that influence key elements of asset and 

liability management namely solvency, underwriting profitability and the investment 

decision. 

 

Thus we find that the evolution of degree of exposure of the solvency level present in the 

studied interval is not uniform and even similar for the three categories of companies 

chosen as the sample for our analysis. General and life insurance companies, up to 2011, 

seem to converse towards similarity at east concerning the evolution of solvency. 

However after 2011, the two evolution patterns follow different directions. The general 

insurance spectrum recorded, from 2010, a decline a decline of the debt - equity ratio 

which indicates an increase in the solvency of these economic entities. Life insurance 

provides a development characterized by a constant alternation between increases and 

decreases of solvency from year to the next, the lowest solvency value was recorded in 

the year 2012. General and civil liability insurance companies, are characterized by an 

almost continuous decrease of the solvency of the company, as a result of the increase in 

the debt to total equity ratio. 

 

Regarding the factors that will influence the solvency of Romanian insurance companies I 

found based on the empirical analysis undertaken, that: 

- my initial hypothesis is confirmed, i.e. that diversification through reinsurance reduces 

the insolvency risk; 

- liquidity problems can be noticed in insurance companies in cases when the companies 

invest heavily in fixed assets or are unable to control debtors, which could affect their 

ability to meet their obligations to third parties; 

- in regard to the Romanian insurance market, with expansion of the company size  we 

notice the increases the risk of insolvency of insurance companies; 
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- insolvency, generated by the increase of debts in the debts to total equity capital ratio, 

grows with the increase in affiliation of the Romanian insurance companies; 

- a high level of claims in the total insurance premiums determine an increase of the 

presence of debts in the total equity capital and the increase of the risk of solvency. 

 

Regarding the analysis of underwriting profitability on the Romanian insurance market, I 

have a decrease in the underwriting activity up to 2010, followed by an increase up to 

2012, general insurance companies, of the three categories that where analyzed, 

generated the highest results in this regard. 

 

Regarding the determining factors of the evolution of underwriting profitability in 

Romanian insurance companies I have concluded, based on the empirical analysis 

undertaken, the following: 

- A high value of leverage will determine managers to increase the underwriting activity  

in order to avoid the risk of increasing insolvency; 

- A good liquidity value protects the capital status and increases the profit from the 

underwriting activity; 

- the existence on the Romanian insurance market of a positive relation between 

reinsurance and the underwriting activity which proves that in the Romanian insurance 

market, reinsurance can be regarded as a technique to reduce the underwriting and 

solvency risk; 

- that a high investments return rate motivates the insurer to increase the underwriting 

activity and the solvability of the company; 

- That by providing clear and relevant information regarding the financial situation of 

insurers, the insured receive an increased guaranty regarding the insurer's ability to honor 

its debts, thus increasing the underwriting activity; 

- A negative relation between the claims ratio and the underwriting profitability on the 

Romanian insurance market; 

- That an insurance company of bigger size does not record higher underwriting 

profitability levels on the Romanian insurance market. 
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In terms of capital allocation, I focused on the investment decision pattern in regard to the 

Romanian insurance companies and I have concluded, based on the conducted empirical 

analysis, the following: 

- A tendency to increase, with some fluctuations, the quota that assets with a high level of 

risk, i.e. land, hold in the total of investments; 

- That although it is a risky asset, in the contexts of the economic crisis, Romanian 

companies are not afraid to purchase land and place it their portfolios, even to some 

impressive degrees; 

- that on the Romanian insurance market, the decrease of solvability in life insurance 

companies indicates a cautious behavior in regard to investment in land, in other words 

an increase of solvability has reduced the quota of investments in land in total 

investments. This positive relation could not be identified in regard to the general and 

general and civil liability insurance companies where at first glance the two indicators, 

solvency and the investment decision, do not appear to be mutually conditional; 

- for general and civil liability insurance, the growth of the firm size determined and firm 

size increase of the presence in total investments; 

- in the case of life insurance companies, firm size is not the determining factor in the 

investment decision; 

- in the case of general and civil liability insurance companies, increased leverage 

determinate the declining share of land in total investments. This conclusion is not 

validated for general insurance, because I noted an increase in the business decision in 

regard to leverage.  

- affiliation to a group boosts investment activity and confers a certain level of safety for 

all three of insurance companies with few exceptions which is due to the actions of 

certain factors with a greater influence than that of affiliation in regard to the business 

investment.  

 

Many decisions that are taken continuously by undertaking economic entity at all its 

organizational levels, in order to ensure its survival, make up the management of the 

company, its pilotage. It is important to consider, however, how this happens pilotage 
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takes place since effective management requires increased profitability by optimizing 

capital structure and allocation, in a state of solvency. 

 

Thus in order to maximize the value of the insurance company, taking into account the 

above conclusions and the results of the empirical analysis of profitability, we consider it 

pertinent to focus on the following aspects: insurance companies with a turnover high, 

but with a growing damages rate, leans towards unprofitability. In this regard, in order to 

improve underwriting profitability of the business insurance company one should pay 

special attention to the growth of the firm’s liquidity, increased reinsurance and an 

increase in its transparency. 

 

By increasing the profitability of underwriting one aims to maximize the value of the 

entity, without, however, ignoring the requirements for solvency. Taking into account the 

results of empirical analysis in regard to the degree of exposure of solvability I 

developed, namely the significant factors influencing it, I consider it appropriate, in order 

to avoid the risk of insolvency, for the insurance supervisory body to monitor the 

insurance business carried on by companies, by considering, in addition to capital 

adequacy and liquidity ratio, the following: the company size correlated with the loss 

ratio and reinsurance level. Warning signs displayed by insurance companies in distress 

should include: the increase of the firm size correlated with decreased liquidity, increased 

damage rate, and decreased reinsurance. 

 

The analysis of the financial management of insurance companies in Romania regarding 

optimization is a broad one, reaching different economic and legal aspects as noted 

above. As our subject is so comprehensive, there may be some research perspectives to 

consider. By way of example I would like to mention the main lines of progress that can 

be addressed using this analysis as a pin point. The main issue that can be addressed in 

future scholarly work is the possibility of widening the variables‘ group, which could 

focus on redefining certain indicator, with reference to the process they describe and 

define. 
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In addition I believe it possible to expanding the empirical research by correlating the 

dependent variables with macroeconomic factors (this possibility was one I considered in 

my doctoral research but because of the scope of the proposition, and thus sheer 

magnitude of the research, it was not possible to include it in the present research 

project). . 

 

Another worthy research perspective may be the identification of the relation existing 

between financial management, as discussed in this analysis, and other performance 

indicators. 

 

Considering the possible developments of the subject addressed, as mentioned above, it 

can already be deduced how this analysis can have a real and worthwhile impact on the 

current analysis of the financial management of insurance companies aimed at optimizing 

this field of study.  
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194. *** Ordinul nr. 3/2008  pentru punerea în aplicare a Normelor privind metodologia de 

calcul al marjei de solvabilitate de care dispune asigurătorul care practică asigurări generale, 

al marjei de solvabilitate minime şi al fondului de siguranţă  
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195. *** Ordinul nr. 12/2009 pentru modificarea şi completarea unor acte normative privind 

calculul marjei de solvabilitate de care dispune asigurătorul/reasigurătorul, al marjei de 

solvabilitate minime şi al fondului de siguranţă  

196. *** Ordinul nr. 8/2011 pentru punerea in aplicare a Normelor privind rezervele tehnice 

pentru asigurarile de viață, activele admise să le acopere și dispersia activelor admise să 

acopere rezervele tehnice brute 

197. *** Ordinul nr. 9/2011, pentru punerea în aplicare a Normelor privind activele admise 

să acopere rezervele tehnice brute pentru asigurătorul care practică activitatea de asigurări 

generale, dispersia activelor admise să acopere rezervele tehnice brute, precum şi 

coeficientul de lichiditate 

198. *** Ordinul nr. 8/2011 pentru punerea in aplicare a Normelor privind rezervele tehnice 

pentru asigurarile de viață, activele admise să le acopere și dispersia activelor admise să 

acopere rezervele tehnice brute 

199. *** Ordinul nr. 9/2011, pentru punerea în aplicare a Normelor privind activele admise 

să acopere rezervele tehnice brute pentru asigurătorul care practică activitatea de asigurări 

generale, dispersia activelor admise să acopere rezervele tehnice brute, precum şi 

coeficientul de lichiditate  

200. *** Ordinul nr. 18/2012 pentru modificarea unor acte normative privind calculul marjei 

de solvabilitate de care dispune asigurătorul/reasigurătorul, al marjei de solvabilitate 

minime şi al fondului de siguranţă  

201. *** Ordin nr. 88/2012 privind aplicarea de către societățile comerciale ale căror valori 

mobiliare sunt admise la tranzacționare pe o piață reglementată a standardelor 

internaționale de raportare financiară 

202. www.csa.ro 

203. www.swissre.com 

204. www.iii.org 

205. www.iaisweb.org 
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206. www.asitokapital.com 

207. www.ateinsurance.ro 

208. www.cedrtasig.ro 

209. www.ceasigurari.ro 

210. www.efgeurolife.ro 

211. www.eureko.ro 

212. www.eximasig.ro 

213. www.fata-asigurari.ro 

214. www.forteasig.ro 

215. www.garanta.ro 

216. www.gerroma.ro 

217. www.gothaer.ro 

218. www.grawe.ro 

219. www.liginsurance.ro 

220. www.onix.eu.com 

221. www.aegon.ro 

222. www.alico.ro 

223. www.allianztiriac.ro 

224. www.asirom.ro 

225. www.metropolitanlife.ro 

226. www.axa-asigurari.ro 

227. www.bcrasigviata.ro 
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228. www.brdasigurarideviata.ro 

229. www.ergo.ro 

230. www.generali.ro 

231. www.groupama.ro 

232. www.ing.ro 

233. www.signal-iduna.ro 

234. www.uniqa.ro 

235. www.euroins.ro 

236. www.omniasig.ro 

237. www.carpaticaasig.ro 

238. www.cityinsurance.ro 

 

 

 

 

 


